
HIGH E FFICIENCY SOL AR LIGHTING

www.lesjardins.solar
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Pixy $371

Tekura Table Lamp $205

Roam $245

Flow Table Lamp $339

Roam 2.0  $299

Bump $205

Tecka $229 Tinka $205

Enoki $491

Koob $399

A note from the CEO...

10 years ago, we at Les Jardins set the ambitious goal of enhancing solar-powered lighting in terms of design 
and technological efficiency. Our mission was to eliminate the all too familiar, “cheap, short lifespan, and dis-
posable” product as the only option for solar lighting and create a device built on quality, durability, and most 
importantly, sustainability.
Today, our efforts have achieved global recognition, bringing light to prestigious hotels, pristine coastlines, 
and fine homes. Like our lamps, nature never goes out of style. They are meant to last, a timeless design that 
over the years can be enhanced with a newer solar bulb. Upgrade and recycle!

Frederic Raffenne
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“Lighting is the brushstroke that paints the 
canvas of space”

Corsetta  $337 Pendulum  $1053Palma  $685
Crafted through combining a weathered teak finish shade, minimalistic 
lava stone base, space gray powder-coated aluminum rod and rope.



Made on Earth, powered by the Sun®
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Palma  $685

Teatree $914

Edge from $684 Lanai $417 Tulip Torch $370

Tulip Lamp $344

Metro $384

“Don’t just think   
out of the box. 

Think off the grid.”

CY
SOL
HIGH EFFICIEN

AR LIGHTING
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Les Jardins journey lies in providing 

comfort and ease without leaving 

a carbon trace on our environment. 

Our outdoor lighting brings harmony 

and sustainability to space, all whilst 

illuminating the need and importance 

of ecological change.

Skaal $325

Rick $444

Faro from $220 Flow Tower $409

Tradition from $349

Tekura Pathway $379 Mandalay $1290 Tekura Sconce $181 Flow Fence Light $319

Hawi $241

Pontoon $181




